saipan: 
conquest of the marianas
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10.0 INTRODUCTION
Saipan is a simulation of the US invasion of that island in the Marianas in June 1944. Saipan and the nearby islands were vital bases that would allow American bombers, for the first time, to base within range of the Japanese home islands. Thus the Japanese hoped to deny the island to the Americans, or at least make the cost prohibitively expensive, and thereby discouraging further island invasions closer to Japan.

10.1 FIRST PLAYER
The US player is the first player throughout the game (see 3.0).

11.0 REINFORCEMENTS
The Japanese player receives no reinforcements, but he is eligible to rebuild two depleted units per game turn (regardless of their current location on the map) at the end of the Japanese Movement Phase. The US player may also receive reinforcements each turn, which appear at the end of the US Movement Phase. The US player may select any of the US units he wishes to arrive as reinforcements, but he is limited to a maximum of one per each US beachhead marker on the map (see 11.5).

11.1 QUANTITY OF REINFORCEMENTS
The US player may place one reinforcement unit on each beachhead marker he has on the map. If the US player loses any beachhead marker because of the hex becoming captured by a Japanese unit, no US reinforcement may ever be placed in that hex. When the US units have been brought onto the map, the US player receives no further reinforcements. 

Destroyed units may not be brought back into play as reinforcements.

11.2 WHEN REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
At the end of the movement phase (reinforcements may not move during the turn they arrive). Japanese rebuilds occur at the end of the Japanese Movement Phase. Mobile units that arrive at the end of the movement phase may not move during the mobile movement phase.

11.3 WHERE REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
US reinforcements may only arrive on a beachhead hex not occupied (or previously occupied) by a Japanese unit. Japanese rebuilds may be any unit in any hex, anywhere on the map.

11.4 REINFORCEMENTS AND COMBAT
Reinforcements may participate in combat normally during the combat phase of the same turn they arrive, if they arrive in a hex that is adjacent to an accessible enemy unit.

11.5 BEACHHEAD CHOICES
On the first game turn, at the start of his movement phase, the US player must choose six different coastal hexes to place his beachhead markers.

Only coastal hexes with an arrow symbol are eligible to be chosen as beachhead hexes, though the US player is free to place his beachhead markers in adjacent arrow hexes, or spread out among them as he deems to be the best deployment strategy. Once placed, beachhead markers may never be moved.

NOTE: US units that begin the game on the map represent the first assault wave of the US 4th Marine Division, and as such do not include beachhead markers. Beachhead markers may not be placed in those hexes, nor may any reinforcements arrive in those hexes.

A beachhead marker is immediately and perma-nently destroyed if any Japanese unit enters or passes through its hex. If no vacant beachhead markers are available on a given game turn, no reinforce-ments may arrive.

12.0 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT
If any hex into which the US player wishes to place a beachhead marker is occupied by a Japanese unit, the US player may place a reinforcement unit in a sea hex directly adjacent to that beachhead hex. During the immediately following combat phase, the rein-forcement unit must attack that Japanese unit as an amphibious assault. An amphibious assault is no different than normal combat, except if the US unit is unable to enter that hex (if the Japanese unit is still in the hex after combat is resolved), that US unit may not move until that hex is vacated (those Marines are “pinned on the beach”), though it may continue to conduct attacks from that sea hex. Note that this rule also applies to the starting US units (the 4th Marine Division).

13.0 ENEMY ZONES OF CONTROL
Reinforcements may be placed in an enemy zone of control, but must abide by the normal rules (see 6.0).

13.1 JAPANESE ZOC EXEMPTION
To represent the Japanese penchant for constructing and moving among caves and other elaborate underground labyrinths in the Pacific, Japanese leg units only lose half their printed movement allowance when exiting an enemy unit’s zone of control (for the remainder of that game turn). A Japanese unit may continue to move, but half of its printed movement must be expended. If a Japanese unit had already expended half its printed movement before entering an enemy zone of control, it may not move any farther during that game turn.

Unlike normal leg units, a Japanese unit that begins a game turn already adjacent to any enemy unit may leave that hex if it expends half of its printed movement allowance to do so (round up). It is possible to move a Japanese unit from one enemy zone of control to an adjacent enemy zone of control, but doing so requires all the Japanese unit’s movement allowance. More, the Japanese unit must stop movement in the EZOC hex into which it moved. 

14.0 JAPANESE CAVE COMPLEXES
Any Japanese unit that is in any Japanese engineer unit’s movement allowance (counted in hexes, not by MP), including an engineer unit itself, is assumed to be fortified per 7.5.

15.0 JAPANESE BANZAI ATTACKS
This rule represents Japanese Banzai attacks, and is applicable at the Japanese player’s discretion.

The Japanese player must announce his attack will be a Banzai attack before he rolls the combat die. After conducting the attack, any D3 or D2 combat result is considered to be an Ex result instead. Further, all Japanese units that participated in that Banzai must suffer the Ex result. This also applies even if the combat result is an Ex normally (as printed on the Combat Results Table). Every Japanese unit involved in the Banzai must suffer an Ex result. This reflects the suicidal nature of the tactics employed in such an attack.

NOTE: Only leg type Japanese units may conduct Banzai attacks.

If, the Japanese combat result is a De, it is considered a normal D” combat result (not an Ex), and the targeted enemy unit is eliminated normally.

If the Japanese combat result is Ae, (A), A3 or A2, it is implemented normally. Ignore dot (no effect) results.

15.1 SUPPORT FIRE EXCLUSION
To represent the sudden nature of a Banzai attack, neither player may ever apply any support fire to combat declared by the Japanese player as a Banzai.

16.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
The US player wins if he eliminates all Japanese units from the map before the end of the game, provided he also controls (was the last to have occupied) all of the airfield hexes of both airfields printed on the map. If both the airfields have not been captured, the game is a draw even if all the Japanese units are eliminated before game’s end.

17.0 SCENARIOS
Saipan includes two different scenarios: a Historical Scenario and a Free Deployment Scenario (see below).

17.1 HISTORICAL SCENARIO
Set-up the following units in the hexes indicated:

JAPAN

Unit Type:
Hexes: 
1-2-8
0409
4-4-8
0505
2-3-8 (Eng.)
0504
1-2-8 (Eng.)
0802
4-5-8	
1103
1-1-8
1411
3-4-8
1505
2-3-8
1513
2-3-8
1515
2-3-8
1614
2-3-8
1717
2-3-8
1805
2-2-10
1816
2-3-8 (Eng.)
1817
3-4-8
2307
7-6-8
2406
6-6-8
3114


UNITED STATES
Unit Type:
Hexes: 
3-3-10
1203
3-3-10
1102
3-3-10
1002
3-3-10
0902
3-3-10
0801
3-3-10
0702


17.2 FREE DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO
In this scenario each player secretly records on scratch paper his deployments, writing each unit and the hex number of its placement hex. 

The Japanese player is free to deploy his units in any hexes he desires, but not in violation of the game’s stacking restriction or in any prohibited terrain (such as an all-sea hex).

The US player may place up to six 3-3-10 units in any sea hexes adjacent to eligible coastal hexes (any coastal hexes with an arrow symbol). At the end of his movement phase of the first game turn, the US player may place his beachhead markers and reinforcements per 11.5. 

After both players have written the set-up locations for their units, both players simultaneously place those units into the deployment hexes they recorded on the scratch paper.

18.0 GAME NOTES
The most notable facet of Saipan is the abstracted artillery rules, which represent everything from mortars to bomb-laden F4U fighter-bombers. In that sense, Saipan is really all about combat on land and the firepower a player can bring to bear upon his opponent. The fact is most WWII combat casualties, killed and wounded, were caused by artillery. For purposes of this game, that includes naval guns offshore as well as aerial bombardment. Many wargames underplay the effects of artillery, but that’s not so in Saipan. Each player’s assets of support fire are crucial. In fact, the US player would have a difficult time making any progress were it not for his support fire.

The US player possesses far more support fire assets than does the Japanese player, which is historical. The Japanese player receives a meager allotment of support fire markers, but if he uses them right, he can inflict serious casualties on the US. The Japanese player has the advantage of being on the defensive, which this Combat Results Table emphasizes. Nevertheless, the US player will remind the Japanese player every turn that he (the US) is the king of support fire. On the first turn, the US player receives his total allotment of support fire markers (representing artillery, supporting ships and aircraft offshore), but this will then be reduced on the second turn. That represents the departure of supporting battlewagons, just as occurred historically during the battle, as well as the reduction of on-hand ammunition stocks. As the game continues, the quantity of US support fire markers again grows, representing the arrival of artillery units as reinforcements (which aren’t represented as units).
Thus the Japanese player shouldn’t feel overconfident about his near-parity with the US in artillery during the first few turns. It’s an illusion because, as US support fire markers increase, so too will Japanese casualties. If the Japanese player tries to slug it out with the US for too long, a tipping point will occur whereby the Japanese player will have too many units engaged to retreat them in good order, while the US player is more and more able to lay down bigger and bigger support fires. Though the first few turns are when the Japanese player has the best chance to inflict casualties on the US, “Ex” results hurt the Japanese more than the US. Like the old song said, you’ve got to “know when to walk away and know when to run.”

Incidentally, the various support fire markers typically represent gun sizes or types according to each one’s “combat modifier” (the “+” value). For example, “+2” support fire markers represent small caliber guns, such as those from some regiment’s organic mortar company. Bigger markers, like the “+10”, are representative of a battleship’s main guns. Fighter-bombers and bombers are also represented For example, a “+8” marker would represent a flight of Corsairs dropping 500 lb. bombs, or a “+2” marker would be a flight of Corsairs strafing an enemy position. For the Japanese, the markers all represent artillery of some type.

The best way for the Japanese player to mitigate the impact of support fire is terrain, especially the rough hexes. That works out nicely as a mechanic because it was in the mountains where the Japanese sequestered themselves historically, and US forces had a difficult time rooting them out. As a stratagem in Saipan, it gives the Japanese player the best chance of having some of his units survive beyond the end of the game (a Japanese victory), though he may choose instead to try to deny the island’s airfields to the US player. 

To further increase his chances of surviving US numeric and support fire superiority, the Japanese player must rely heavily on his engineers. As given in the Exclusive Rules, any Japanese unit within eight hexes of a Japanese engineer unit is fortified (that would mean caves in most cases. That’s an abstract rule, but the only alternative was to include a bunch of “cave” or fortified” pieces that would clutter the map, or add a whole other terrain classification to the map that would give the US player too much information as to Japanese cave complexes. The obvious caveat for the Japanese player is to keep your engineers safe and off the front line. You’ll see the US player attempt to kill the engineer units after he’s discovered how effective they are in reducing his support fire; however, that’s easier said than done if the Japanese player maneuvers his units wisely. 

The US player is in a different situation: he doesn’t have to concern himself with attacks by Japanese units; though he should be mindful not to use up his support fire every turn. (The Japanese player may be waiting for an opportunity to mount a surprise attack of his own if he sees the US player has frittered away all his support fire during his own turn.) The US player enjoys superiority in terms of units, firepower and support fire, and he can afford to accept “Ex” results (even the occasional “(A)” result); so he’s the proverbial “irresistible force.” 

As an aside, I found it interesting the game’s original victory conditions stipulated the Japanese player could only win if all US units were eliminated. That’s an impossible feat; so the new victory conditions were set so as to give the Japanese player a chance to win. For the US player, a Japanese victory really means he was relieved of command, as in fact happened historically to Gen. Ralph Smith of the 27th Division. 

The US player should be watchful of possible Banzai charges. Banzai attacks actually weren’t a wise tactic. They were rarely effective in the operational sense, and though they did cause heavy casualties on the tactical level from time to time, they were usually more deadly for the Japanese. Yet, to some degree, the lore of Banzai charges had a psychological effect on Allied troops; so the rule has a potential benefit for the Japanese player. The US player may therefore occasionally see a Banzai charge, but he should welcome them. In fact, chances are greater the Japanese player’s casualties will be higher, which he can’t afford but the US player can.

With regard to the Combat Results Table, it was designed without any die roll modifiers to alter any combat results. As such, combat results are only substantially affected by the amount of firepower a player can wield and the terrain in the combat hex. “Ex” (exchange) results are common, and so combat is attritional. That’s a disadvantage for the Japanese player; but the US player will begin to feel the effects of too many casualties once they begin to mount. The “Ex” results are more reflective of combat in the Pacific, especially because they’re assumed to represent the “no surrender” nature of the fighting on islands like Saipan. Japanese units usually fought to the last man (of the 30,000+ Japanese soldiers on Saipan, only 900 surrendered), which meant combat was typified by lots of casualties. Of the 70,000 US troops on the island (and not all of them front line combat soldiers), 13,000+ were casualties (3,000 killed, 10,000 wounded).

Overall, it’s difficult for the Japanese player to win the game, but then, of course, the historical situation was hopeless for Japan. A US victory is certainly not a foregone conclusion, but I would tend to congratulate the Japanese player if he survives beyond the last few turns of the historical scenario. The free deployment scenario has a different dynamic, because that scenario’s outcome will depend much more on how the two opposing players deploy. A player’s deployment will dictate the course of the battle, and because of the secret deployment proviso (see rule 17.2), it’s possible for either player to discover his deployment to be inappropriate. Consider the fastest US unit would require five full game turns to move from the south end of the island to the north end of it (if moving entirely along the western trail, and not encountering enemy units along the way). Thus the US player is pressed for time, and his advance mustn’t be too casual, lest he run out the clock.
			  —Eric Harvey
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